
INSTAGRAM
FEATURES CHEAT

SHEET

for service-based biz owners



Hey, I'm Georgia!
An Instagram Coach to service-based biz owners.

I help you get your Insta juices flowing without
dancing on reels!

Here is a cheat sheet for some fab Instagram
resources! Make sure you're making the most of
them!

Let me know what you think over on
Instagram @georgiarex.social



Who you are.
How you help them.
Add a call to action to tell
them what to do next, e.g.
"START HERE  / JOIN X".

Let your audience know:

Here is an example from my
other profile.

BIO
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https://emojipedia.org/backhand-index-pointing-down/


How can you spice your bio up
and get your audience thinking
"HELL YEAH I WANT TO
FOLLOW THIS PERSON!"

Read it back to yourself, does
your bio get you excited, or is it
super boring when you read it
back?

Which emojis relate to YOU?

Can you bullet point how you
help people to make it stand
out?
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BIO



This is your reality TV show,
where your biggest fans go. It's
also a great place to sell your
offer!

Show behind the scenes of your
day and your biz.

They get to know YOU and your
brand.

Your story only last 24 hours, so
it's a good place to put things
that you don't want on your
feed forever.

Don't put allll of your problems
on your stories! Make sure your
followers are getting either
value or entertainment from
watching them.
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STORY



Organise your posts by topics
and create one guide per topic.

These are great resources for
your followers to go straight to
exactly what they need.

Also great for YOU to find the
relevant posts you're looking for.

Example, if you're a business
coach, you could have one
guide for sales tips, another
guide for branding etc.
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GUIDES



Create something exclusive just
for those on your close friends
list.

Share bonus content and
educate them deeper.

Connect with a specific
audience.

Give people an incentive to be
on your list.
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CLOSE FRIENDS



These target your ideal client/
follower.

It makes your content
searchable (like Google!)

Gives you more exposure.

Find hashtags relevant to YOUR
niche. What is your ideal
follower/ customer searching
for?

If YOU were looking for your biz
on Instagram, what would you
search for?
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HASHTAGS



If you're a florist in Cape Town,
South Africa and you want to gain
followers in your area, who will buy
your flowers:

If someone was looking to buy
flowers in Cape Town, they'd
probably search for either:  
 #capetownflowers
#capetownflorist
#floristcapetown 
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EXAMPLE

16,114 people have used this
hashtag. As a new biz owner, find
hashtags with ideally 5,000-15,000
posts.



DON'T use hashtags with a HUGE
amounts of posts in it, for example:
#flowersofinstagram
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EXAMPLE

This has 19 MILLION posts in it. If
you use it, your post will get lost
amongst the millions of others and
your dream audience won't see it if
they search that hashtag.



These are your main posts. You
want to be consistent with posting
if you want to grow, ideally once a
day, or if not, as many times as you
can manage in one week (4-6).

Your posts should be really specific
to give value to your followers. 

For example, if you're a health
coach to women, DON'T post "how
to be healthy", it's too generic and
that topic could be split into a
gazillion posts.

Get REALLY specific.

"How to have a healthy start to
your day"... again, still too generic.
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FEED POSTS



How can you be even more
specific?

"How to build a morning routine"...
too generic still! How can you
narrow it down again?

How about...

"This ONE trick will get you leaping
out of bed with 10x more energy,
rather than snoozing your alarm a
gazillion times & NEEDING 3
coffees..."

That is REALLY specific and gives
ONE valuable piece of information/
teaching to your followers that they
can implement TODAY.
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Signs you're playing small...
Signs you're... [Ready for]
Questions students asked us this week...
Reasons you can't/ aren't ...
Why I turned my X into X...
How to make X...
A list of reasons no one is X...
Why we believe
3 ways to...
X happening to you? Here's why...
How I/ we went from...
Reasons students are...
Can we normalise...
Stop [insert common action] and do this
instead
Why you are still struggling with [insert
pain point]
If you struggle with [insert problem],
here’s what you should do...
Top 5 sites I use to save time as a [insert
industry]

Here are 17 hooks you can use for
your content. These are to HOOK
people into your post...

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

16.

17.
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POST HOOKS


